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WHAT 
WE DO

Boost Your
Website's
Visibility with Our
Proven Technical
SEO Services

Site Speed Optimization: One of the critical
factors that affect a website's ranking is its
loading speed.
Mobile Responsiveness: With more people
using mobile devices to browse the
internet, Google has prioritized mobile-first
indexing.
URL Structure: Technical SEO involves
optimizing a website's URL structure to
make it more search engine friendly.



Content
Optimization

Keyword Research: Before creating content,
it's essential to identify the target keywords
that your audience is searching for.

Internal Linking: Linking to other relevant
pages on your website can help search
engines understand the structure and
hierarchy of your content.

Headline and Meta Description Optimization:
Headlines and meta descriptions are the first
things that users see in search engine results.



Boost Your Website's
Visibility with Our
Proven Technical SEO
Services

Site Speed Optimization: One of the critical
factors that affect a website's ranking is its
loading speed.
Mobile Responsiveness: With more people
using mobile devices to browse the
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Business is the practice of making one's
living or making money by producing or
buying and selling products. It is also
"any activity or enterprise entered into
for profit.

Enjoy Our
Service With
Ease
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LOCAL SEO IMPLEMENTATION
First page of Google search results
Implement uses of the city name
and address across the site 
Apply local schema across the site
Create content that emphasizes
local landmarks, addresses or events
Claim and optimize GMB profiles for
the business (new monthly posts)



01. 02.
"marketing agency cyberjaya" "branding agency cyberjaya"



03. 04.
"ads agency cyberjaya" "landing page cyberjaya"



05. 06.
"technical seo audit in cyberjaya" "e-commerce development

company in cyberjaya"
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UOUTDOORS
(INTERNATIONAL) FIRST PAGE

GOOGLE
KEYWORDSTOPIC AND KEYWORD RESEARCH

Researching topics associated with
seed topics
Auditing the variety of topics
already on the site
Deploying new content to change
the topic balance 
Tracking the performance of new
topic pages
Performing initial research
todetermine missing opportunities
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"trail cameras in IOWA" "asat leafy suit USA"
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"mobile hunting gear IOWA" "outdoor hunting gear IOWA"
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Kat Solutions SEO Strategy
First page of Google search results
Relevant and high-traffic keywords 
Build high-quality backlinks to your
website from relevant and
authoritative sources
Optimizing Google My Business listing,
adding your address and contact
information to your website, and
building local citations
Optimizing page speed, fixing broken
links, and mobile-friendly



01. "KAT Solutions"

02. "KAT Solutions"
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Jojo Pets

-

First page of Google search results
Relevant and high-traffic keywords 



01. 02."Convenience of booking pet
services"

“Pet Taxi”
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On Page Activities



FF Car Rent
SEO Strategy
First page of Google search results
Relevant and high-traffic keywords 
Build high-quality backlinks to your
website from relevant and
authoritative sources
Optimizing Google My Business listing,
adding your address and contact
information to your website, and
building local citations
Optimizing page speed, fixing broken
links, and mobile-friendly



01. 02."Flexible Car Rental" "Car Rental Services"
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